Report No. 1

Background: 

Persatuan Guru Tadika is an organization that trains kindergarten teachers within Malaysia's Tamil community. The Tamil people originally migrated from India to Malaysia about 100 years ago to work on estates, and build roads as contract workers for the then British government. They now make up about 20% of the population of Malaysia, with the balance being 50 Malay% (native) and 30% Chinese who also immigrated during British rule and took up jobs trading and running small businesses. When Malaysia gained it independence in the 1950s, the Malay and Tamil people were mainly rural and uneducated, and the Chinese minority dominated the economy. After gaining independence, the Malay people took control of the government, and established policies that gave preference to Malay businesses, trying to wrestle the Malaysian economy out of the hands of the Chinese, but neglecting the Tamil population, which was also economically under-represented. Malay was proudly declared the national language, and Islam the national religion, and the Chinese and Tamil people were treated as visitors who must shed their cultural heritage in order to assume an identity as a Malaysian. Part of PGT's work is to help preserve Tamil culture by ensuring that parents have Tamil language based kindergarten options for their children.

In Malaysia, secondary schooling is compulsory and provided by the government, although kindergarten education is not always. At the same time, students entering first grade are required to read and write on a basic level, and so students who were not attending kindergarten were starting school a step behind. The government had built kindergartens in Malay areas, and had built a few in Indian and Chinese areas. However, more affluent Chinese parents, who in general highly valued education, would send their children to private kindergartens.

Most importantly, in estate areas the government had made estate management responsible for education, but there was not and is not still a mandate for providing a kindergarten education, Some estates saw education as means to upward mobility and thus a threat to the continuation of their workforce, and thus did not at all provided for a kindergarten education, and it became the responsibility of overworked and underpaid parents. This was the situation 15 years ago, when PGT started its work training teachers from Malaysia's estate areas. Since then, rapid mechanization of the rubber and palm oil industry displaced many of the jobs on the estate, and the few jobs that are left are mostly taken up by Nepalese, Sri Lankan, or Indonesian contract labor - young men who come to work 2 or 3 years and return home rich as a result of a beneficial currency exchange. Many of Malaysia's Tamil people have moved to town areas and taken up jobs as truck drivers or farm hands, and estate schools are closing for lack of pupils. 

My work: 

PGT's office is based in Taiping, a small city in the northwest of Malaysia. The staff is quite small. When I first arrived, there were only 3 staff members, but since then 4 new staff have been added, bringing the total to 7. Culturally, life in the office is similar to what life would be like in India, and therefore gender dynamics have been hard to adjust to.

PGT runs two large weeklong teacher trainings per year, and in the downtime between coordinates several programs within kindergartens including concerts, Hindu religious celebrations and coloring contests. Most of my time with PGT thus far has been spent following trainers into the field as they help teachers prepare for these programs, and take pictures.

Expecting the poverty and starvation of the third world, I was at first shocked to find that in this developing country even the rubber tappers, and palm oil workers on Malaysia's estates will have a large television as the centerpiece of their home. My shock later turned into anger when I came to understand that in many of these homes, parents will spend 100$ to buy that television, 50$/year on television service, and 1$ per week on VCD rentals, but will not spend 3$/month to send their child to kindergarten. I've met children who weren't in school because their parents simply did not enroll them, 10 and 
12 year old children who worked on the estate rather than going to school, and one 14 year old child, whose father wouldn't send to free public school because he could not or would not pay for her school uniform. I've also met kindergarten administrators, who tout themselves as do-gooders, but embezzle money from the kindergarten to spend on their friends.

At the same time, I've met teachers so dedicated to helping that they will turn down higher status jobs that bring in 5 times the pay, in order to teach in a kindergarten for 40$ per month. My actual work for PGT thus far has been producing short documentaries about PGT's programming. In addition, I have been working on putting together a PGT website, recently taught a weekend workshop for teachers titled, "Bringing Documentary Work into the Classroom," and am trying to organize a pen-pal system with a friend who is teaching in New Jersey.

However, I think that documentary work of the communities that PGT serves will be ultimately the most useful for this organization, and so I've arranged to be placed with a kindergarten in Asahan estate, in the south of Malaysia. For 3 months I will help out in the classroom, as well as teach weekly photography lessons, empowering the kids to document their own communities. In addition, by living in the community, I will have a wonderful opportunity to document what estate life is really like.

I am very much so looking forward to my work in Asahan estate and the greater contact with the kids that it will bring. I also want to thank you for making my work possible, and I hope that the impact I make here makes it worth it. 
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Crutch: Because tapping rubber and harvesting palm is so labor intensive, and Malaysia is so hot, shifts will begin early in the morning, and end by midday, parents will go home and eat lunch and then probably return to the fields for an evening shift. The estate management is responsible for providing morning childcare for infants younger than three, while their parents are working in the fields. 10RM (3$) will be deducted from a parent's pay for each month, and infants are sent to a crutch like this one, where they are supervised but not cared for. First grade does not start until 6 years old, and estate management is not required to supervise 4 or 5 year olds, so after children are to old to stay in the crutch, parents must make arrangements for them. 

Dance: The senior trainer that I traveled with during the first part of my stay here, taught dance to the children as well as the teachers. 

ChildWorker: These two children were 10 and 11 years old. Their parents, contract workers from Indonesia, wouldn't give them to go to school during the day. Instead, they helped out tapping rubber. 

SmartClass: When Suseela began teaching 10 years ago, she was single. After getting married her husband was very unsupportive of her work, and discontinued and restarted her teaching several times at his request. When we went to visit her one evening in her kindergarten, her husband was working the night shift, and she had to try to manage the kids while attending to the PGT staff. 

Temple: Many Tamil kindergartens in Malaysia are attached to Hindu temples. Temples generally have a meeting hall or building attached, and in addition have the financial and community support to maintain a kindergarten. When we visited this classroom a priest was preparing for a festival celebration that evening. 

Kavius: Occasionally local politicians will attend kindergarten concerts, and demand to be treated like VIPs, and give lengthy speeches to rally support, and promise to give financial support that they do not follow through on. These politicians rarely do anything to support the kindergartens, but if a teacher refuses to host the politician he will make life hard for her. 

Tadika: Many of the kindergartens that PGT works with are in semi-urban "taman" areas, and run out of rented homes. As a result teachers will have to maintain good rapport with neighbors. 

Recycle: PGT trains teachers to make do with what little financial support that they have, and the often means making teaching aids out of recycled materials. These students were using old bottle tops to draw shapes - circles, squares, triangles, etc. 

Mom: A mother from a parent meeting at an estate kindergarten. 

Tea: In addition to rubber and palm oil, Malaysia has a large tea industry. The men who work in the tea fields work from 6 or 7 in the morning until 7 at night, making just enough to afford an apartment. As a result though, children see very little of their fathers. 

Concert: PGT helps teachers to organize kindergarten concerts. The concerts are often put together for 100 dollars or less, including making costumes, renting a stage, and PA system. Much of the decoration and all of the labor is donated making the production cost minimal.



